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This talk will present the results of the Cockpit Weather Information (CWI)
program at M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory. The CWI program has been funded through
NASA Langley Research Center by the joint NASA/FAA Integrated Airborne Wind
Shear program for the past four years. During this time, over 120 microburst
penetrations by research aircraft have been conducted under Terminal Doppler Weather
Radar (TDWR) testbed radar surveillance at Orlando, FL. The results of these in-situ
measurements have been compared with ground-based detection methods.
Several valuable insights were gained from this research activity. First, it was
found that the current TDWR microburst shapes do not permit accurate characterization
of microburst hazard in terms of the F factor hazard index, because they are based on loss
value rather than shear. Second, it was found that the horizontal component of the F
factor can be accurately estimated from shear, provided compensation is made for the
dependence of outflow strength on altitude. Third, it was found that a simple continuity
assumption for estimating the vertical component of the F factor yielded poor results.
However, further research has shown that downdraft strength is correlated with features
aloft detected by the TDWR radar scan strategy.
The outcome of the CWI program is to move from the loss-based wind shear
detection algorithm used in the TDWR to a shear-based detection scheme as proposed
in the Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS). The ITWS Microburst Detection
algorithm being developed at Lincoln Laboratory uses a one kilometer radial shearmap
to fmd regions of shear at various thresholds related to F factor hazard. The H'WS
runway alerting strategy is planned to incorporate altitude compensation for outflow
strength estimates. Finally, work is currently in progress to incorporate outputs from the
H'WS Down&aft Detection algorithm to estimate the vertical F factor component.
* The work described here was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
Air Force Contract No.F19628--90-C-002. The United States Government assumes no liability for its
content or use thereof.
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SHEAR COMPUTATION USING
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